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FOREWORDS

HOME SECRETARY
Rt. Hon. David Blunkett MP

I am very pleased this year to be able to attend the Annual
General Meeting of the National Black Police Association and the
opportunity that brings to reaffirm my support for the Association. I
firmly believe that we can only bring about our shared vision to
promote equality of opportunity and tackle racism by working in
partnership and facing future challenges together.
One of my key priorities for police reform is to enhance reassurance
and reduce the fear of crime across all communities. To do that, the
police service needs the full support and confidence of all sections of
the community, including those from minority ethnic communities. We
must therefore continue the process of making the service more
inclusive and representative and one, which is committed to equality
of opportunity and diversity. I value the role your Association has
played in making that happen. It is vital to the success of the reform
agenda that we continue to work together to help build up trust and
confidence in policing amongst minority ethnic communities.
The theme of the conference - "Empowerment through Leadership"
– is an important one. It reflects the emphasis now being placed on
strategies to improve the retention and progression of minority ethnic
officers and support staff, moving away from the narrower focus on
recruitment. Only by ensuring that the full potential of each individual
officer is reached and in valuing the contribution made by all officers
can this be achieved. There is no doubt that we have made some
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considerable progress in tackling head on racism within the service.
There is equally no doubt that there is a very long way still to go.
Knowing the truth and being able to deal with it decisively is crucial,
and I value the contribution that you are able to make to this. The
substantial contribution made by the NBPA in helping forces deliver
essential initiatives and in supporting the fair treatment of individual
officers is a clear demonstration that the NBPA are leaders in their
own right.
I wish you every success for the AGM and look forward to being
with you and meeting as many of you as possible. The conference
gives us all the opportunity to share ideas and experiences. I am
certain it will be a stimulating and rewarding event.

Rt. Hon. David Blunkett MP
Home Secretary

AGM & CONFERENCE 2002
FOREWORDS

CHIEF CONSTABLE NOTTINGHAMSHIRE POLICE
Stephen Green QPM MA

I am truly delighted by the fact that the National Black Police
Association have chosen to hold their Conference and Annual
General Meeting here in Nottingham.
Nottingham is a vibrant and rapidly developing multi-cultural city
where many of the issues and concerns which the National Black
Police Association are involved in day to day are to be found in
reality. We, in Nottingham are doing our utmost to provide an
appropriate and high quality service to all of our communities and
greatly value the support that we received from both our local and
national Black Police Association.
Whilst there is a danger that the recommendations of the Stephen
Lawrence Inquiry Report are no longer ringing fresh in our ears I
believe that the agenda of the National Black Police Association has
never been more important to the Police Service or the communities
that they serve. What is needed more than ever is leadership.
Leadership which is endowed with vision and moral courage and I
welcome the fact that the National Black Police Association have

taken leadership as their central theme for the Conference.
I hope that everyone enjoys the Conference and has a memorable
stay in the City of Nottingham.

Stephen Green QPM MA
Chief Constable, Nottinghamshire Police
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Black and White

...working together.

ONE VOICE, STRENGTH IN UNITY

The National Black Police Association seeks to improve the
working environment of black staff by protecting the rights of
those employed within the police service. To enhance racial
harmony and the quality of service to the black community of
the United Kingdom. Thereby assisting the police service in
delivering a fair and equitable service to all sections of the
community.
Email: nbpa@nationalbpa.com • Website: www.nationalbpa.com
National Black Police Association, 50 Queen Anne’s Gate, London, SW1H 9AT • Telephone: 020 7273 3249 • Facsimile: 020 7273 4555 • Registered Charity Number: 1093518

NBPA REPORTS

PRESIDENT
Ravi Chand QPM

I would like to welcome you all to the NBPA ‘Empowerment through
Leadership’ conference here in Nottingham City. This year’s
conference has been sponsored and supported by Nottinghamshire
Police Authority and the Chief Officers management board.
Furthermore the NBPA are grateful for the huge amount of work done
by Nottinghamshire BPA. Ronald Lawrence and Daljeet Sahnan
together with the AGM committee were particularly instrumental in
organising the Conference and AGM.
Colleagues it gives me great pleasure to present to you the NBPA
annual report. I have taken on board much of the feedback on
content and have included some of the work going on in our
affiliated BPA’s and partners.
Each year presents the NBPA with new, exciting and sometimes
very demanding challenges. The key to our success has been rooted
in our effectiveness to support fellow colleagues and challenge
unfairness in the work place.
The NBPA took on a new Structure with a National Executive
Council (NEC) and a Cabinet. Clearly this new structure posed many
challenges at a time when a new team had been elected to stand for
2 years and the task of drawing up a new and effective strategy for
meeting the aims and objectives of our organisation for the period
November 2001 to November 2003. In January this year the NEC
met and thrashed out a programme of action (POA) for the NBPA
identifying the ‘what’ for the Cabinet. The POA listed a large number
of ideas that needed further development by the Cabinet under the
following four strategic areas:
• Financial Independence.
• Support.
• Marketing & Partnerships.

• Organisational Development.
The POA then went before the NEC, Cabinet and Chairs Forum for
consultation.
The biggest challenge for the new structure was communicating
with BPA’s for a variety of reasons, not to mention an office move
which led to loss of phone lines and a further such move just before
AGM. I hope that with a recently revised website with a secure
discussion forum, links to BPA sites, regular press releases, an SMS
broadcasting system to BPA mobile phones, updated contacts list,
newly launched newsletter, the establishment of Chairs forum and
BPA’s visits that we will see a huge improvement in communication. In
addition the expansion of the National Support Network (NSN) and
an initiative currently being developed for an NBPA community
magazine can only lead to better awareness of our work.
It has truly been a successful year with: • The development of the Programme of Action.
• Achieving Charitable status.
• The roll out of the Personal Leadership Programme (PLP).
• Involvement in developing Race Equality Schemes.
• Participation in the Queen’s Golden Jubilee Police Parade.
• Expansion of the National Support Network (NSN).
• A huge increase in demand for the NBPA in a large number of
areas.
If the learning and success of the first half of the 2-year term is
anything to go by then 2003 will see huge changes for the
membership.
Colleagues much of what I have referred to is featured throughout
this report, which I hope you find useful.
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PRESIDENT
Ravi Chand QPM

LEADERSHIP
‘The true mark of a leader is how many leaders they develop to
follow them.’
We often hear people talk about how important it is for our most
senior officers and support staff to demonstrate strong leadership.
What is strong leadership?
We all have our own ideas of what an ideal leader means to each
of us, based on our own unique personal autobiography of life, and
as such may not always reach consensus. Is leadership something
that only applies to those who occupy senior positions or does it
apply to us all in how we take responsibility for our own lives?
Throughout our lives we are conditioned by external factors which
tell us what we can or cannot achieve in life. Sadly such conditioning
when it is in its negative form, becomes internalised and we begin to
believe we cannot do something or achieve whatever it is that we
desire. Many black staff in the service have faced ‘glass ceilings’
when seeking promotion or lateral progression, receiving messages
such as ‘this isn’t for you’ or ‘you weren’t good enough, better luck
next time’. Eventually black staff resign themselves to believing they
are not good enough and the next time a particular opportunity is
advertised individuals self de-select themselves. This is because we
actually believe we are not good enough, or even if we were, the
‘glass ceiling’ prevents us from progressing. Some black staff who
even conformed to the ‘ritualistic norms’ of the service, compromising
their own cultural values in a bid to ‘fit in’, and progress, faced the
same knock backs.
Much of the hard work to remove ‘glass ceilings’ in the service
continues, however the same problems of people self de-selecting
exists. Why? Because the effects of negative organisational
conditioning has taken its toll on many black staff over time. You only
have to look at the current situation nationally with Black staff being
under represented in the higher echelons of the service.
Nobody in his or her right mind would fill a leaky bucket with water,
but we recruit into a leaky organisation. Furthermore we see little or
no progression even though black staff are generally better qualified.
What many black staff need is an opportunity to break the chains
of historical disadvantage and negative conditioning, and to move
forward in a positive mindset, in a rapidly modernising police service.
The NBPA explored the possibility of establishing a centrally
delivered national positive action programme for black staff. Not just
a police service developed programme, but a programme that had a
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proven track record in the private sector. Private companies only
invest money on training or developmental programmes that help
achieve increases in their performance and improve bottom line
results.
The NBPA and Centrex teamed up to identify such a programme
and then set about to roll out pilot programmes. A Personal
Leadership Programme (PLP) developed by Penny Ferguson Ltd was
selected. This company has a proven track record with many large
organisations such as Barclays, Budgens and Sun Micro systems. The
programme proved a huge success in the pilot stage with many
raving about the enormous impact it had had on their lives and their
approach to issues. PLP has proved to be the first ever centrally
delivered positive action programme for black staff in the service, it is
linked directly to the government’s Dismantling Barriers action plan,
specifically on retention and progression. The roll out of the
programme has been secured until 2005, with a further procurement
process to take it to the full term of dismantling barriers, with a target
of 10,000 places by 2010. It is truly an exciting time for black staff to
be at the cutting edge of leadership in the modern police service.
I am truly grateful to all those who took part in the pilots and gave
feedback. They have helped develop and shape a new approach to
leadership in the police service.
The NBPA has identified other personal development programmes
for black staff which individuals can either fund themselves or apply
for funding locally with their own forces. It is important the NBPA play
a leading role in identifying positive approaches to change, which
will lead to a more representative and diverse police service.
I genuinely believe that if we maintain our commitment to such
programmes based on positive philosophical choices, in 5 years the
profile of the police service will be significantly different.
We often try to empower people when what is really needed is for
us to create an environment where people feel empowered. How
well we take responsibility for our own lives and release our true inner
potential will be key to personal success. I wish you all a truly
enjoyable Conference.

Ravi Chand QPM
President, NBPA UK
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VICE PRESIDENT (SUPPORT)
Patricia McLeod

COMMUNITY SUPPORT OFFICERS (CSO’S)
In February 2002, I went on a North American Study Tour with
representatives from the Police Ser vice, who included the
Superintendents Association, Police Federation, ACPO and British
Association of Women Police. The purpose of the tour was to enable
influential British Police to meet with American Neighbourhood
Wardens and to examine and experience their working relationships
with the American Police Departments. I patrolled with the Safety
Guides to see how they worked with the community. Since attending
America and looking at all the schemes, it became clear that the
wardens did not need detention powers. The crime reduction figures
were very low in all the areas of the schemes and was a good bench
mark to show that the Safety Guides, who did not have any detention
powers, still managed to help reduce crime and boost public
confidence.
FAMILY LIAISON OFFICERS (FLO’S)
The Stephen Lawrence Inquiry report made six recommendations
(23 to 28) about Family Liaison.
I am deeply concerned that currently within the Metropolitan Police
Service there are 915 trained Family Liaison Officers of which 26 are
from the ethnic minority. I am still waiting for the figures on how many
FLO’s are trained nationally from the visible ethnic minority. I would
like to see better representation of visible ethnic minority FLO’s
nationally. In the near future I will be working with BPAs and the
police service to increase the number of visible ethnic minority officers
as FLO’s. It is very clear that the Police Service nationally are not
ensuring that there are sufficiently trained visible ethnic minority FLO’s
to represent the community.
GENDER AGENDA
There was a conference called ‘Women in the Shade‘ held last
year to look at women’s issues within the police service. As a follow
up to this there will be a one-day workshop to look at the issues and
a conference to be held next year. I would like to set up a NBPA
Women’s Forum, I will need some female representatives from the
BPAs to help assist this group, and volunteers are welcomed. The

Home Secretary has made a financial contribution to the NBPA to
look at the barriers to black women joining the service and develop
an action plan. This will lead to an action plan to address the issues
identified.
NATIONAL SUPPORT NETWORK (NSN)
My main role as a Vice President is First Contact Support Coordinator nationally. I fully support and manage all BPAs, who are
having problems in the workplace. It is still evident that unfairness,
bullying, harassment and racism is taking place in the workplace.
There are currently 28 trained First Contact Support Advisors, spread
around the country. The model was taken from the Metropolitan
Black Police Association first contact scheme. As a part of a more
robust approach the NBPA are expanding the National Support
Network with first contact advisors becoming Competent Lay
Supporters (CLS’s). The NBPA intend to have competent lay
supporters (CLS's) representing every constabulary. Part of our short
to medium-term vision is for the NBPA to partly finance BPAs to train
their own BPAs in the scheme with the assistance of their
constabularies.
QUEEN’S GOLDEN JUBILEE
In June this year the NBPA took part in the Queen’s Golden Jubilee.
There were fifteen chairs from BPAs around the country, including
myself, who marched in uniform. I have to say that this was one of my
proudest moments of the year to march with black officers.
I have enjoyed working with the cabinet members and executive
members. I look forward to any challenges for the forthcoming year. I
would like to see more females volunteering to take part in initiatives
that are going on in the NBPA and also cabinet and executive
positions.
We clearly need to work closely with each other within the NBPA,
to work within the police service, other agencies and with members
of the community.
Patricia McLeod
Vice President, NBPA UK
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VICE PRESIDENT (CORPORATE)
Clive Morris

During the past 12-months, we have been experiencing many
challenges. These were met with respect, dignity, and graciousness;
nevertheless we remained focussed on our aims and objectives to
support our members. We continue to improve on the previous years
advancement in the environment for black staff and try to secure
firmer foundations, to ensure that the quality of service moves forward
with visual and tangible changes in delivering a quality service to the
communities which we service.
We have been focussing on the internal structures, policies and
framework. During the past year, the following were our priorities:
THE PROGRAMME OF ACTION
• Charitable status/sponsorship.
• Special legal advisors/technical support.
• Local BPA media contact points.
• Race Equality Schemes.
• Law input.
• Advertising.
• Personal insurance.
• Data-base case law.
• Working with other organisations fighting discrimination.
• Assisting in business plans for BPA Policy.
• NBPA posters and newsletters.
• Leaflets.
• Finance.
We continued to pursue the Charity Commission, about the
realisation of becoming a registered charity, and were finally
confirmed as a registered charity on the 4th September 2002.
During the last year, the number of enquiries made by officers and
support staff have doubled. However, the Legal sub-committee, Ali D,
David Michael and Kul Mahay have played a significant role in
delivering technical advice and guidance to all (please see the Legal

Advisor’s report for more detail).
RACE EQUALITY SCHEMES
We have been involved in the consultation and the formation of
most schemes right across the forces’ areas, including the Holly
Royde conference. As a result, we have forged many close-working
partnerships with similar groups such as LAGPA, UNISON, RESPECT,
The Fire Service, BAWP, AMBULANCE, and the Federation.
During the last year the success of the BPA movement has led to
some 38 BPAs being formed across the country to date. 5 of these
were launched this year, and all have received support from the
NBPA.
As result of the Virdi report from the Metropolitan Police Authority
(MPA), we made an analysis and this was very well received by all.
The Association of Police Authorities (APA) has subsequently
established an enquiry sub-group to look into the varying conduct
and policies of Forces. This response is now on the NBPA website
for general viewing.
FINANCE
During the past 12 months, we have been very restricted in the
service we provide to our members because of the state of our
finances. However, we have coped on a lesser scale, thanks to very
disciplined housekeeping and good financial management. During
this time, we continued to seek financial independence and have
recently become a registered charity, now actively seeking
sponsorship. To date, we have some 15 companies and businesses
interested in supporting the NBPA in their aims and objectives.
Capt. Clive Morris
Vice President, NBPA UK
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BRITISH TRANSPORT POLICE

Caring for the
communities of Britain

www.btp.police.uk

The National Police Service for Britain’s railways.
British Transport Police congratulate the National Black Police Association
on their successes and wish them well for the future.

British Transport Police, Force Headquarters,
15 Tavistock Place, London. WC1H 9SY
For recruitment or other information, contact Mick Foster
Telephone. 020 7388 9121 Facsimile. 020 7887 6853
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DEPUTY GENERAL SECRETARY
Ray Powell

This is the first year of the New Cabinet system, and as such has
brought with it some interesting challenges. The demand for the
services of the NBPA has never been as high, yet in spite of this we
have endured and maintained our commitment at both a community
and ministerial level.
I wish to thank the families and friends of the Cabinet Members, for
their understanding, patience and support throughout this year.
Without this level of support it would have undoubtedly been difficult,
if not impossible to achieve the results that we have to date.
The introduction of the Race Relations Amendment Act 2000 has
brought challenges of a different kind for the NBPA. We have been
actively involved in facilitating an understanding of this important
piece of legislation; we have also facilitated workshops at the Holly
Royde conference and for the Association of Police Authorities. The
potential of this legislation is not to be underestimated nor is the
impact of the NBPA on policing the implementation of The Race
Equality Schemes. By doing this we as an Association will keep Race
on the agenda and ensure that issues of Diversity remain core to the
functions of the Police Service within the UK.
PARTNERSHIPS
We have continued to develop and build upon existing
partnerships with the black communities and other organisations.
Over the past year a deeper understanding of our respective roles

has developed, resulting in a better, more informed platform for both
support and debate.
Our relationship with the HMIC is one that has been particularly
progressive over the past year, assisted greatly by the work of the
Assistant HMI’s Mike Franklin and Maqsood Ahmed. Maqsood is no
longer with the HMIC; I would therefore like to take this opportunity
to wish Maqsood all the best in the future. Mike Franklin continued to
show understanding and support for the NBPA, whilst maintaining an
independent and unbiased approach to his work as Assistant HMI.
He continues to be a critical friend to the NBPA.
Further progress has been made with other Staff Associations; we
continue to meet with the Police Federation of England and Wales,
progressing our understanding of the contribution that each
Association can make to the Police Service and the Community. We
meet quarterly to discuss the legal and funding issues of our
members, in respect of which there is now a greater appreciation of
the issues affecting both our organisations.
Earlier in 2002, saw the coming together of the Lesbian and Gay
Police Association (LAGPA), the British Association of Police Women
(BAWP) and the NBPA , to propose a Memorandum of
Understanding between all three Associations. This in turn led to the
forming of the Diversity Consultation Forum, the memorandum
together with the group’s aims and objectives are at this time still
being formulated.
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DEPUTY GENERAL SECRETARY
Ray Powell

The NBPA recognises the issues around dealing with our members
who are support staff within the Police Service and for this reason we
have moved forward with our relationship with UNISON, in order to
establish support protocols that would ensure that our members
receive the best support possible.
Above are just a few examples of how we are progressing
partnership issues, we continue to consult with and assist other black
support networks around the country, CENTREX, ACPO, Central
Government and they continue to provide the same in return, for
which I would personally like to express my appreciation.

discussion forum to facilitate frank and open discussions between
members on issues affecting Black Staff within the Police Service.
The first NBPA Newsletter was published in September and
circulated to members. This will also be published on our website,
together with archive issues. I must stress that this is an NBPA
Newsletter that belongs to our members. Your views, thoughts and
articles are important, so please do not hesitate to contact the NBPA
National Office if you have something that you feel will contribute to
the Newsletter. Additionally an NBPA community magazine is
currently being developed.

COMMUNICATIONS
Communications has been a standing item on the Agenda for the
NBPA for the past three years, and is a critical part of the foundation
upon which the NBPA will develop. It is continually under review and
development.
The demand for press, TV and Radio interviews has increased
significantly throughout this last year, with an average of two to three
interviews taking place weekly. In view of this increase in demand it
was vital that our views and policies be effectively communicated to
our membership, in order to facilitate their understanding of any
comments or statements made by the Cabinet. In view of this I am
developing the website to reflect this challenge.
All press releases will be placed on the site within hours of release. I
am aware that members may be asked to comment on national
issues, locally. Therefore in order to provide them with the best
possible briefing we have developed an early warning system for
NBPA Executive members, to receive text alerts when a press release
is published.
The website also contains NBPA Policy documents, and a

THE FUTURE
The fact that the NBPA has now obtained Charitable Status
combined with an increase in the flow of information between our
partners, and ourselves will open up a wealth of opportunities that
will benefit the NBPA and the Police Service. The needs of our
members will remain a priority and this will be facilitated by increased
distribution of good practice from our local Black Police Associations.
Already other black groups with similar aims and objectives are
initiating first contact with a view to forming an alliance with the
NBPA. Progress is also being made in the forming of partnerships
with Educational establishments such as the Racially Inclusive learning
Network; this in turn will lead to an increased contact with the young.
I feel that this year we have managed to enhance and reinforce our
foundations and next year we will see the walls, windows and roof
being put in place.
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Ray Powell
Deputy General Secretary, NBPA UK
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NATIONAL CO-ORDINATOR
David McFarlane

Let me take this opportunity to say that we have come a long way
since the inception of a support network for black staff. A number of
years ago it would have been unthinkable to see such hard working
black staff employed in the police service making such influential
changes. We as a collective must take some time out to say we have
been the agents of change and be proud of our achievements.
This year has been one of ups and downs. But I am pleased
to report that the positives far exceed the negatives and the
responsibility of the national office has been at the forefront if not the
cutting edge of some of the fundamental shifts in modern British
policing.
I have noticed that we are more widely consulted and considered
no longer as an afterthought to participate on committees and panels
to give another perspective on the way we do things in the service.
The advice sought by senior figures in the upper strata of this
institution tells me that our thoughts and counsel are no more taken for
granted but appreciated to improve the quality of life for staff and the
wider community.
We as an association that still heavily relies on the goodwill of
members of the government and senior police staff should look to
have a solid base to build any future structures on. The concept of
trying to be stable is not new and neither should it be alien to our
way of thinking. We must consider that we have to maintain a legacy
on which future generations may stand.
As I travel around the country and abroad with the support of the
cabinet to extol the virtues of this association, it gives me great
pleasure to hear the encouragement from black staff, that at last we
are taken seriously and are recognised for our talents rather than the
rantings of political correctness. I do not suggest for one minute that
this is consistent throughout the country; nevertheless, it is the
beginning of addressing the problem of dismantling racism from the
service.
I have observed the current cabinet serving tirelessly the needs of
the members and are robust in their determination to get the views
and concerns of black staff heard in the hard to reach recesses of the
government and the police service. They are prepared to the point of

personal cost to see the changes through, that will give our members
the right to claim their place in British policing in the twenty-first
century, not as alienated groups of should-haves, but as must-haves if
we are going to provide a well balanced service to the public.
We are not just recognised for our talents and understanding of
diversity issues, but in other matters of policing. This is clearly
demonstrated in the forums that are now at our doors to look at ways
of tackling crime in our community, which affect society as a whole.
Invitations have come from home and abroad to seek our
participation on moving the agenda forward on addressing issues
that blight our fellow humans, in ways that have never been seen
before. Whilst this may not excite some, it is a significant
breakthrough, which gives us hope for the future.
REPARATIONS
I have personally, been looking at the historical factors that have
affected contemporary issues, and find that our members need to
look back at past achievements by our ancestors, to learn the truth.
This has lead me to take an interest in the African Reparations
conference in October, in Barbados this year to join with peoples of
several countries around the world to address the damage done to
sections of our communities for centuries. The NBPA gave its backing
to me to look at ways of securing the way for the Western world to
recognise that slavery was a crime against humanity and reform the
criminal justice system which have a negative impact on minority
people in the west. A report from Marcia Gittens and I will appear in
the next issue of our newsletter.
In conclusion, for us to carry on the success of the past year, we
need to find new staff to come to the fore and meet the challenge for
the future. I would encourage our colleagues to meet the challenge
to continue the struggle and to be assured that the fore parents who
have begun this work will not disappear, but will be on hand to give
wise counsel.
David McFarlane
National Co-ordinator, NBPA UK
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Nottinghamshire Police and
Nottinghamshire Police
Authority wish the NBPA
continued success and thank
them for their positive and
constructive contribution towards
improving relations with the
communities we serve.

A safer Nottinghamshire for All
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TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT - REPORT 2001/2002
Raham Khan

• Cabinet members have received training in presenting
information to the public through the medium of radio and
television. This training was delivered by a professional
organisation that specialises in this area. Due to changes in staff
further training is being organised to ensure all cabinet members
have been trained.
• All Forces should now have a First Contact trained BPA staff as
part of the National Support Network. All the BPA Chairs have
been contacted recently with a request to have further staff
trained. The Home Secretary has been able to make a
contribution to such a training program and as such the NBPA is
now in a position to give the first 10 BPA’s to organise a training
program for a group of 12 members - £500 towards the cost.
• Bramshill hosted a seminar on the Progression and Retention of
minority ethnic staff in the service. Contributors included
respected academics specialising in this field, Home Office civil
servants, NBPA and other Executive members and Senior Police
Managers. The Home Office had set targets in 1999 under
Dismantling Barriers and should have been provided with figures
from all the Forces. Unfortunately not all have supplied the
figures with some Forces being reminded of the importance.
Forces have responded with their recruitment targets and I am
pleased to report that slow progress, albeit progress, is being
made.
• Executive members were invited to attend a newly developed
cutting edge programme titled the ‘Personal Leadership

Programme’ (PLP), a joint venture between Penny Ferguson Ltd,
the NBPA and Centrex. This is the first centrally delivered positive
action programme of its kind in the service. The three-day course
helps officers decide what they would do differently, and
encourage officers to apply for promotion where they had
previously ruled themselves out. This course is a standard
Centrex course specifically for black staff regardless of rank or
position, with no costs to forces other than travel and expenses.
• The Race Relations Amendment Act 2000 came into force in
April 2001, imposing certain general and specific duties on
public bodies including Police Forces with regards to
employment data. As a way of example I have discovered that
West Yorkshire Police have 192 staff trained in the last three
years for Recruitment and Selection with only 2 being minority
ethnic but not utilised. Similar disproportionality existed with the
trained Family liaison officers where only 12 were minority ethnic
staff from a total of 210.
• The NBPA are now being involved in more and more working
groups, steering groups benefiting from the wealth of experience
and expertise that exist throughout the country. I would
encourage Chairs of BPAs to involve their BPA members
throughout the various organisation/departments increasing the
representation of minority ethnic staff.
Raham Khan
Training & Development Officer, NBPA UK
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TREASURER’S REPORT
Wendell Henry

‘A Nation is only as strong as its weakest section of the society’.
The National Black Police Association, since its launch in 1999 has
grown from a small organisation with representation in a handful of
forces to having 38 BPA’s within the United Kingdom. The incidents
within the inner-cities of northern England over the summer of 2001
showed that there is still distrust within the minority ethnic communities
of this nation. It is important that organisations such as ours continue
with the work we have been doing over the last three years, to
achieve the full potential of all parts of this society.
Funding for the National Black Police Association is still mainly from
Home Office Grant in Aid. But the NBPA is heavily involved in
considering alternative options to help us achieve all of our aims and
objectives.
For the financial year April 2002 to March 2003, the NBPA has
received from the home office a grant of £70,370.00 the same as
last year. This is somewhat disappointing, as request for intervention
to the association has increased over the last year.
This funding is to be used in four key areas namely:
• Committee Spending.
• Office spending.

• Conference Spending.
• Training.
In addition the Home Secretar y has agreed to a fur ther
£15,000.00 to be used for three main projects, namely:
• Research into the barriers to the recruitment of ethnic minority
women.
• The Training of Competent Lay Supporters.
• Force Visits (Forces without BPA’s).
These increased requirements have placed a great strain on an
already stretched financial budget and although every effort is being
made to restrict and control spending, the organisation is finding it
increasingly difficult to deal with all the requests for support.
Special acknowledgement to the chief officers of a number of
forces around the country should be noted for without their support
we would not be able to achieve most of what we have done over
the last year. Forces like Nottinghamshire, MPS, Kent, Bedfordshire,
GMP, and Centrex require special mention for the support given to
members on the national cabinet in financial resources and
encouragement.
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Spending distribution over the last financial year (above).
Wendell Henry
Treasurer, NBPA UK
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NATIONAL
SUPPORT

NATIONAL SUPPORT NETWORK

The NSN was established last year to meet the huge and
increasing demand on the NBPA for support from members of BPA’s
across the country. The NBPA is heavily reliant on local BPA’s
providing support at the earliest opportunity. One member from each
BPA was trained as a first contact advisor to provide such support. It
was hoped that these trained individuals would then help establish
the structures at a local level, however this has proved challenging
and burdensome for just one individual per BPA.
It is important that BPA’s provide ‘Competent Lay Support’ to
members as part of an early intervention approach to dealing with
workplace grievances and unfair discrimination. The aim is to achieve
the following on behalf of the member: 1. Reduce and/or resolve workplace grievances early;
2. Resolve and/or ensure appropriate action in complaints around
inappropriate behaviour or language;
3. Reduce cases going to Employment Tribunal (ET) or resolve
matters before they go to ET;
4. Provide support for colleagues in dealing with issues with a race
dimension.
5. Ensure there is a structured and professional approach in
providing support.
The initiative is aimed at reducing wastage from the police service
of Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) staff.
The NBPA have explored ways of increasing the numbers in the
absence of any funding from the Home Office. In order to have
critical mass it is envisaged that all executive members of each BPA,
in-groups of 12, undergo a training programme funded by their
respective forces. Forces will directly benefit by having trained staff

acting as ‘competent lay supporters’ who play a significant role in the
retention of BME staff. An NBPA approved company at a reduced
cost currently provides the course. It is hoped BPA’s will organise their
own venue and training programme for their members in conjunction
with the NBPA national office.
The Home Secretary supports the initiative as part of the
Governments ‘Dismantling Barriers’ targets set out in 1999 to ensure
better recruitment, retention and progression of BME staff. These
targets were published under Section 95 Criminal Justice Act 1991
placing a requirement on forces to publish data. A recent Police Skills
and Standards Organisation document ‘Skills Foresight’ published this
year clearly demonstrated that wastage was a problem across
England and Wales with BME staff being more likely to be dismissed,
being required to resign or just resigning. Furthermore BME staff were
likely to transfer forces possibly seeking better conditions. This
wastage cannot continue and as such BPA’s need to ensure that their
relevant forces support this initiative.
Due to the Home Secretary’s support the NBPA have been given a
small amount of money to progress the NSN by giving the first 10
BPA’s to organise training for groups of 12 £500 towards the cost.
BPA’s will need to organise a venue, accommodation if required
and ensure attendance of members on a 4-day course. At the end of
the 4-day course members will be given a pass, which entitles them to
support members in their own force or a neighbouring force. Once
an individual deals with a case a Quality Assurance NBPA member
will review the support given and where it meets the standards
expected accredit the individual as a ‘Competent Lay Supporter’.
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The model below shows how the initiative links into the wider Support strategy of the NBPA as set out
by the National Executive Council (NEC).

National Support
Network - Competent
Lay Supporter

Technical Advice
from NBPA

Fairness at Work
Procedure

Personal Leadership
Program

NBPA
SUPPORT STRATEGY

Working with
Police Federation

Dismantling Barriers
Targets set by
Home Secretary

Working with
Unions

See your future
in a different light
What are your impressions of Sussex? A green and pleasant
county with attractive seaside resorts, where the pace of life is a
little slower? For your lifestyle this may be true. But in terms of
challenges facing Police Officers, this is no quiet backwater.
Here in Sussex we're facing up to issues that you could find
in any inner city. And addressing the very real concerns of our
citizens in rural environments.
For more information phone us on 01273 404155 or check out
our website at www.sussex.police.uk
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We are striving to be an outstanding example of innovative policing,
as well as considerate and supportive employers. And we need
police officers who have found their own ways of connecting
successfully with people. Skills born out of different
backgrounds... different attitudes... different experiences.

SussexPolice
Yo u r C a r e e r Yo u r F u t u r e
Sussex Police is committed to equal opportunity.
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LEGAL ADVISOR
Dr Ali Dizaei

It has been a very busy year for the legal sub committee’s legal
advisor. Referrals for advice come on a daily basis and require
immediate attention. There are a variety of reasons for black staff
requiring guidance ranging from advice on criminal prosecutions to
employment tribunal/discipline matters. The trend is that the majority
of those who seek advice do so at a very late phase. They have
either tried conciliation but had not received the right remedy or had
ventured on their own, instructing solicitors through the Federation and
realising they are not receiving the right advice.
The single biggest constraint facing the NBPA when approached
for legal advice is lack of funding. Ideally the Association should be
in a position not just to give advice but be able to instruct solicitors
and take action for the black officer on selected cases, which have
implications for the other members. Funding is also important to
challenge large institutions for failing to comply with their statutory
duties under various legislation, which potentially affect black staff
and the black community. These institutions which are often well
funded (police forces, police authorities) test the resilience of the
NBPA to see whether they could avoid discharging their duties. The
challenge brought by the NBPA against the Metropolitan Police
Authority for failing to investigate a legitimate complaint is a good
example.
At the moment the bulk of assistance given to black staff revolves
around ensuring that the claimant knows his or her rights, asks the
right questions and appoints the right lawyers. Below is a list of the
kind of guidance given to black officers and support staff.
1. Reviewing the merits of their case regarding civil claims which
includes ET.
2. Reviewing the advice given by solicitors to ensure accuracy.

3. Advice on choice of solicitors.
4. Advice on choice of junior and leading counsel.
5. Attending conference with counsel to represent the interest of
the claimant.
6. Brokering between the two parties (usually the chief constable’s
solicitors department) for an amicable resolution.
7. Preparing section 65 questionnaires for ET.
8. Assistance on completion of statements and particulars of claim.
9. Mobilising support for court appearance involving black Vice
President with regard to NBPA business.
10. Writing letters of support and recommendations to chief
constables intending to defendant Employment Tribunal claims.
SUMMARY OF THIS YEAR’S FINDINGS
• Referrals have increased as more and more black staff find that
they’re more likely to be disciplined or prosecuted.
• Many of those who come to the NBPA for referrals have not
previously considered themselves as part of the NBPA.
• Forces will adopt the resist and withdraw technique in ET’s
which they know they will lose. They hope the claimant will
"breakdown" and withdraw his/her action due to delay. They
will often use discipline regulations to try to frighten off
claimants from issuing proceedings for ET.
• Black staff working in police forces do not currently have
sufficient insurance to challenge injustice at work. This applies
particularly to superintendent and ACPO ranks.
Dr Ali Dizaei
Legal Advisor to the NBPA UK
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South Wales Police

“

In my three years with the
force I have been the Personnel
Officer with the Complaints and
Discipline Department and the
National Representative for the
Black Police Association. I have
been able to develop my career
with the force while still making
a difference.

”

South Wales Police is an equal opportunities employer and positively welcomes applications from every section of the community.

NBPA USA TRIP

NATIONAL EDUCATION & TRAINING CONFERENCE
Summary Report

INTRODUCTION
The NBPA US holds an annual national conference each year, with
this year’s venue being The Wiltshire Grand Hotel, Los Angeles, US.
The National Black Police Association – UK, HMIC, Greater
Manchester, Nottinghamshire, Kent, Sussex, Metropolitan Police, and
Centrex, represented UK.
This conference marked the 30th Anniversary of the National Black
Police Association – US. The theme of this 2002 National Education
and Training Conference was "Black Police & Community – Three
Decades of Advocacy and Partnership" and is a prima facia
testimony to what is so very right about the NBPA. Their existence
and future are inextricably tied to the communities’ collective health,
development and progress. The NBPA does not have, nor have they
ever had the social equity to be casual observers, philosophical
dissenters, or disassociated hirelings, while the basic needs of Black
People are not being met.
The focus of the conference was based around 21 workshops,
examining the full spectrum of the Criminal Justice System. Below is a
brief synopsis of but a few of the workshops. (The full report will be
available on our web site at www.nationalbpa.com).
CHALLENGES OF LEADERSHIP – The purpose of this workshop was
to explore the many components and styles of leadership, as well as
the day-to-day challenges of leadership in today’s Criminal Justice
System.
The learning – Leadership is more than having responsibility and
power, it is a skill that should be core to the functions of all officials
and as such the training should be continual throughout the working
life. In the context of Community Policing Leaders should be in a
position to anticipate the needs of the communities, thus instilling trust
and confidence.
JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM AND THE AFRICAN AMERICAN –
Today the US have more African American young men in prison then
they have enrolled in college, as well as an increasing number of
young women of colour in prison. The workshop examined why white
youths get a second and third chance while African Americans get
Jail.
The learning – Institutional Racism is by no means isolated to the

British Public Sectors; it is in fact a worldwide, ingrained cultural
state of being that has been with the United States long before
MacPherson came up with the definition. Empowerment of the
youth is one of many possible keys to this issue. Prevention and
early intervention Understanding factors that place children at risk
for school failure and antisocial behaviour can help us develop
and implement prevention strategies.
BUILDING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS - this session explored
several successful examples of community partnerships that
empowered the residents as they worked to regain control of their
neighbourhoods. These community partnerships are made up of a
variety of public and private organisations and agencies, along with
community based volunteer non-profit organisations.
It was apparent from the outset that the NBPA-US, take great pride
in their financial independence, and as a result have made great
strides in the arena of Community Partnerships and more importantly
Community Recognition.
Great efforts are made to recognise good work by people both
within Law Enforcement and the community, resulting in stronger and
more productive relationships. The degree of community support was
self-evident throughout the visit.
The NBPA -UK reaffirmed their commitment to a productive
partnership with the US, by extending an invitation to the Executive
Board to hold their next Board meeting in the UK. This meeting will
also form the first of a number of bi-annual meetings between both
Executives, looking at such issues as international exchange
programmes etc.
Members of the UK delegation were welcomed with warmth,
friendship and an understanding that the NBPA – UK, are embarking
on a journey of learning and development. The experience and
empowerment of so many Black Law Enforcement Officers standing
shoulder to shoulder throughout the memorial march in Compton is
something that will live on in our hearts, souls and spirits for years to
come. This brought to life the motto we hold so dearly ‘One Voice
Strength In Unity’.
Finally the NBPA-UK would like to welcome our colleagues from the
US, to whom we would like to extend our hospitality.
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SAFER STREETS AND GUN FREE
Revival

Revival is a community initiative created by the Metropolitan Black
Police Association. It is a response to the rising incidents of gun and
drug related crimes across London and other hotspot cities in the UK.
Revival will run during October, Black History Month, highlighting the
dangers of guns and drug related crimes within our community. The
primary audience are between the ages of 15 to 25. The programme
of initiatives will forge new relationships with the black community.
THE INITIATIVE HAS 5 MAIN COMPONENTS:
1. Churches & Other Faith Groups Initiative: Faith community would
be encouraged to include gun crime issues within sermons or
lessons during the period of the campaign. Faith groups would
also be asked to bring awareness to the wider community. A
fact sheet has been produced which provides information and
ideas for the event.
2. Brief & Eat: community buses will be used to support the

initiative. Young people would be invited to where they will be
briefed on the issues of gun violence and drugs.
3. Barbershop/Hairdressers Initiative: An information pack will be
made available to barber shops in Trident areas and hot spot
cities. Barbers would be asked to discuss and pass on the
information to customers.
4. Five Cities: A one-day youth event in London with participants
from Birmingham, Nottingham, Bristol and Manchester,
exploring the issues of gun culture and drugs. The event will be
held on the 15th November 2002 and hosted at the Royal
Horticultural Hall in Victoria, London.
5. Revival Music Festival: A series of music events in London. The
first event will be held at WKD in Camden and followed by a
larger event hosted at the London Astoria. The events will be
used to promote safer communities by denouncing the use of
guns and violence.
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d es i g ners by na ture
corporate identity
literature
website design

Our naturally talented designers know that your
company’s image is central to attracting the right
business.You know that these days you need an advantage
to stay ahead. We can give you that advantage.

t. 0161 214 0 010 info @greenhousecreative.co.uk greenhousecreative.co.uk
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WORKING WITHIN THE COMMUNITY

CITY OF NOTTINGHAM

St. Ann’s

Radford
The Meadows

Members of the Nottinghamshire Black Police Association (Notts
BPA) were invited by ‘Team Libra’ (a youth group based in
Nottingham), to be involved in a pilot scheme dealing with youth from
certain areas within Nottingham. The intention of the scheme was to
obtain the views of a group of young people living in the Radford,
Hyson Green, St Anns and Meadows areas of Nottingham, in
particular those who were on the edge of the violence occurring in
those areas, and record their views on film.
A decision was made to base the five
day pilot scheme at the Ulster Folk &
Transport museum in Belfast Northern
Ireland. For the trip to succeed, however,
it required the combined co-operation of
the Police Service of Northern Ireland
(P.S.N.I.) and organisations from the
Roman Catholic and Protestant divide.
This co-operation was achieved and was
Supt. Bobby Hunniford: believed to be the first of its kind where
Police Service of
all three contingents worked together on
Northern Ireland
such a project outside the political arena.
The project lasted from Monday 19th
Aug to Friday 23rd Aug 2002 and consisted of 40 individuals. The
main events for the week were a:
1. Visit to Greenhill YMCA Centre, Newcastle for an
adventure day;
2. Presentation and discussion on issues af fecting youth
in West Belfast;
3. Presentation and discussion on Catholic Youth in Belfast;

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Tour of West Belfast;
Drive through East Belfast district just after a riot;
Tour of Derry/City Walls/visit to ‘The Junction’;
Visit to HMP;
Visit to The Newforge countr y club and an exhibition
by the P.S.N.I.

THE MAIN POINTS THAT CAME OUT OF THE WEEK WERE:
• Similarities between race and religion in terms of discrimination
through black/white and Protestant/Catholic issues;
• Drug dealers and ex-Para-militaries and their influence over
youth to maintain their power bases;
• The fights over ‘turf’ in Radford, Meadows, St Anns and Hyson
Green compared with Loyalist and Republican areas in
Northern Ireland. The big difference of course being the
extremities of the violence, but as one West Belfast youth said
“We started where you are today.”
• In Northern Ireland there was not a big drug problem, although
it was believed to be a growing problem. They had issues
relating to vehicle crime and the consequent deaths resulting
from them because of action taken by the armed military and the
Para-military groups. There was also the issue of very high
teenage pregnancies.
The project laid the ground for future trips of a similar nature and
exposed great potential for future productive and constructive
partnerships aimed at breaking down barriers and dealing with the
root cause of conflict between young people in Nottingham. Youth
leaders from those areas concerned expressed their keenness to be
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involved in future projects involving the police and the Notts BPA.
The week showed that youngsters taken out of their normal
environment could start to see their own situation in a different light
and forge new associations that could make a difference in how they
treated each other. Overall the project was a success. The true test,
however, will be how the young people convert their new found
knowledge and experience into their everyday lives, in particular
when they next meet on each others’ ‘turf’.
The Notts BPA would like to express its thanks to the following:
• Team Libra.
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•
•
•
•
•

Nottinghamshire County Council.
Police Service of Northern Ireland.
Staff from ‘The Junction’.
Staff from the Greenhill YMCA Centre Northern Ireland.
Staff from the Ulster Folk & Transport museum in Belfast
Northern Ireland.
• All the youth leaders and young people involved in the project.
N.B. A twenty minute video of the project has been produced by
Team Libra, copies of which can be purchased from them.
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NORTH WALES POLICE MULTI-CULTURAL ASSOCIATION
Mr Roger B. Punnett

On 8th July 2002 volunteers gathered together and formed the
North Wales Police Multi-Cultural Association (NWPMA), which is
the 38th Black Police Association within the United Kingdom. It is
directly linked to the NBPA and is in constant close liaison with its
chair, Mr Ravi Chand and national representative, Mr David
McFarlane both of whom have supported and advised us through
this period.
The association was formed with 8 members and presently has 14,
which is expected to increase by the end of the year 2002. The
North Wales Police service has shown support for the association by
awarding it with funding to purchase a mobile office for its members
and those in need of its services.
NWPMA has been set up as part of the support network, in close
relation with the NWP Diversity Unit, to deal with Recruitment,
Retention and Progression of Ethnic Minority staff that work within the
North Wales Police Service.
As far as recruitment is concerned we feel that the association will
act as a catalyst in the drive to recruit staff from the Ethnic Minority
community and we fully support the various recruitment campaigns
that have been launched throughout North Wales.
We feel that the NWPMA will play a major role in policy and
strategy formation in North Wales Police. The association will advise
the force at key policy/ strategy groups and work very closely with

the force Diversity Development Officer to promote good race
relations.
The NWPMA will contribute actively with the delivery and
consultation of the force Race Equality Scheme. The association will
also assist in conducting exit interviews on behalf of the service to get
the real reason behind an Ethnic Minority’s departure and hence
could give the necessary feedback to the service, ensuring that any
negative issues are taken on board and dealt with accordingly.
The association will look closely at the progression channels that
are open to all staff, but will place a high level of emphasis on the
progression of Ethnic Minorities within the force in line with the Equal
Opportunities and Fair Management policies that are currently in use.
Since its inception the association has received several high profile
Senior Officer applications, sending a positive message to each of
the force’s employees. This can only serve to highlight the important
work which lies ahead of the Association and the support it can
expect from the Force during this period.
The NWPMA will forge ahead with the fight for equal rights and
opportunities for Ethnic Minority Police workers and foresees a bright
future for the association and all of its members.
Mr Roger B. Punnett
Chair - NWPMA
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Transferee Officers
We are anticipating a number of opportunities in the ranks of
Constables, Sergeants and Inspectors over the next year and
are seeking dynamic and forward thinking officers, with a
strong policing background and proven people management
skills, to drive change, provide strong leadership and
implement local community based initiatives.
Wiltshire is a largely rural county, characterised by small
market towns, tourism in the south and a large military
presence. The largest conurbation is Swindon, which is one
of the fastest growing towns in Europe, adjacent to the M4
motorway.
Further information is available from Recruitment
Department, Police Headquarters, London Road, Devizes,
Wiltshire, SN10 2DN, telephone 01380 734065, or e-mail
sarah.king@wiltshire.police.uk.
For information and more vacancies:
www.wiltshire.police.uk
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NATIONAL CRIME SQUAD BPA
Valerica Heslop

The National Crime Squad’s Black Police Association (BPA) has relaunched itself with the key aim of strengthening its membership to
provide an effective support network for staff.
But equally, the BPA is playing an increasing role in advising the
organisation on cultural issues and community awareness – and
promoting the importance of cultural diversity in employment and
service delivery.
The National Crime Squad launched its BPA in 1999, at the
invitation of the former DG Roy Penrose, to help establish its own staff
associations which are separate from, but work in liaison with,
networks set up in forces. It was important for officers and support
staff looking to join the organisation to know that such support
systems were in place and fully endorsed by senior management.
Since 1999, the BPA has been very active within the National
Crime Squad and plays an important role in spreading the word
about the organisation as a place where equality of opportunity and
race relations are key priorities.
However, with the secondment system comes a constant change of
officers and new support staff are joining all the time. So it was
decided that a re-launch of the BPA was needed to breathe new life
into the association and raise its profile among non-members.
The re-structure of the BPA’s executive committee roles is now
complete and includes the following staff:

Joint Chair – Valerica Heslop, Project Manager, Ken Atwal,
Detective Constable.
Vice-Chair – Sajid Moghal, Senior Projects Manager.
Treasurer – Dele Abibu, Finance Assistant.
Social/Communications Secretary – Joe Goff, Detective Sergeant.
Membership Secretary – Archna Chavda, Administrator.
Associate Secretary – Prosscovia Nakibuuka, System Administrator.
BPA Co-ordinator – Kate Walder, HR. Kate is also the Diversity
Assistant to NCS Diversity Adviser.
Valerica Heslop said it was important for the BPA to be a strong
voice within the National Crime Squad for a whole range of reasons.
"The National Crime Squad’s BPA needed re-starting because the
organisation is now at a very important stage of its development
where we are actively recruiting many new staff and, quite rightly,
promoting ourselves as an employer committed to Diversity," she
said.
"Therefore we need to have a strong membership to help
encourage new officers and support staff to join, and also to offer
the organisation an in-house pool of experts on minority ethnic
group issues for both operational and general awareness reasons."
Sajid Moghal adds: "The days of the BPA just dealing with
discriminatory issues and litigation are long gone. The association
is now a fully accepted and integral part of the police service and
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plays an important role in the recruitment and retention of staff.”
"The National Crime Squad has made tremendous progress in
dispelling outdated images of it being a racist or sexist
organisation and the BPA is here to help continue that process. Our
efforts have been made easier by the top level support given to the
BPA by Director General Bill Hughes, Deputy Director General
Trevor Pearce and senior management."
The BPA is a standing member of the Managing Diversity
Committee and has been closely involved in the Phase II Diversity
training course, which starts later this year.
Full membership is open to any member of staff – either police or
support staff – who identifies with an ethnic minority group. Associate
membership is open to officers and support staff who are ineligible
for full membership but who support the aims of the BPA and wish to
be involved in its work.
The BPA wants to encourage membership across the whole of the
organisation so that a strong support network exists and a wide
range of issues affecting different areas of the country are raised.
For officers considering a secondment to the National Crime
Squad, there are a number of Recruitment Open Days planned over
the next few months, details of which will routinely be posted in Force
Orders. Whilst you do not need to be an accredited detective, you
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must be able to demonstrate the key competencies of a detective
officer but these competencies can now be gained through a variety
of routes.
The National Crime Squad is also planning to advertise vacancies
for serving officers from forces (at DI rank and above, and certain
specific DS and DC posts) to join on permanent transfer, instead of
via the existing system of 5-8 year secondments. This will help
develop both the management and skills base of the organisation,
and will enable such officers to pursue a career with the National
Crime Squad if they so wish. It will still be open to them to transfer out
again to another force in due course, with enhanced professional
skills.
Open advertisements and further details are expected to appear
during the early summer of 2003.
However it is expected that the vast majority of DS and DC posts
will continue to be filled on a secondment basis, thus maintaining the
close connection between the National Crime Squad and the rest of
the police service.
Valerica Heslop
Joint Chair, National Crime Squad BPA & NEC Member
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LEICESTERSHIRE CONSTABULARY BPA
Manoj Barot

ALTERNATIVE RESEARCH INTO THE EXPERIENCES OF BLACK
POLICE STAFF IN THE UK.
As Chair of the Leicestershire BPA there have been so many
occasions when I have been disheartened as to what has been
written about serving black police staff. Our sentiments seem to be so
rarely heard and, when they are, the rhetoric I suggest falls far short
of what was implied in the first instance.
With the above in mind and with the full support of the NBPA, I
have embarked on a research quest to explore, through face- to- face
interviews, the array and diverse experiences of serving black police
staff. In doing so, with the assistance from Dr Nirmal Puwar of
University College Northampton, I wish to argue the usefulness of
studies of black people by black people.
The need for black researchers is crucial for I believe that we can
reveal different, though not necessarily ‘better,’ kinds of knowledge to
unpack poor working practices and such like.
More to the point, it really does remain astounding that wellmeaning white colleagues admit that they have never thought about
race when so few black staff pass a single day without being
reminded of it. This also applies to white researchers who every day
study their white counterparts without ever giving thought to the issue
that their own ‘race’ is a feature of their studies. Such uncritical

collection and use of data has often led to the reinforcement of old
stereotypes.
It is my claim and hope that my personal insider experiences thus
provide a less partial and less biased basis from which to both raise
research problems and also to validate the knowledge that will
consequently be produced. I also believe that research in this field
should be judged in terms of its influence and contribution towards
professional betterment for black staff.
Finally, on the occasions when black police staff meet, the depth of
understood collective experiences are really very similar but
nonetheless they remain unheard and invisible. Doing such work may
not make me friends in high places nor earn me any official
commendation. It will be a difficult task where I will need at all times
to guarantee confidentiality for those who agree to be interviewed.
Clearly, such a task is a difficult one but surely it is always better than
just tolerating things as they are!
The NBPA fully supports this doctoral study. If you have any queries
or feel that you can assist please contact me at:
manoj.barot@northampton.ac.uk
Manoj Barot
Leicestershire Constabulary BPA

The Development and Organisation Improvement Team “DOIT” supports and aspires to retain and develop under
represented groups within the Metropolitan Police Service. In support of the Mission, Vision & Values of the
Metropolitan Police Service we work steadfastly to ensure the philosophy of diversity is central to all service actions
and activities. We wish the conference every success and commend the contributions made by the NBPA to ensure
that the police provide a service, which meets the needs of communities and employees.
For more information on “DOIT” please contact Chief Inspector Richard Woolford on 020 7321 8612
richard.c.woolford@met.police.uk
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RESPECT is honoured to be able to support the NBPA and wishes the
relationship, which has grown between the two, continues to develop
and strengthen. It is in the strength of supporting one
another, that we will eliminate racism.
Good luck and best wishes for the National
Conference. We know it will be a moving and inspiring day.
RESPECT
HM Prison Service Minority Ethnic Staff Support Network

NORFOLK POLICE OFFICER
New Recruit and Constable transfer opportunities
In some parts of the country you’re just a

probationary period to help us provide a safe

number, but not here. People acknowledge

and secure environment. You’ll be physically fit

you, take the time to stop and say hello. And

and in good health, and your people skills will

this may be an area of outstanding natural

be second to none. Norfolk Constabulary

beauty, but there’s much more to Norfolk than

covers a wide area providing both rural and

that. We have a huge range of leisure and

urban policing with a variety of work that will

social possibilities to suit all tastes, and we

always keep you busy and ready to face the

never fail to appreciate the relaxing

next challenge. We are part of a strong and

environment in which we live and the quality

united family, and we would like you to join us.

of life that can be enjoyed by all, whatever

We are committed to providing a fair and non-

your background or lifestyle.

discriminatory service to all sections of the

We are looking for new Police Officers and

community and we are seeking to reflect this

existing Constables who have passed their

in the composition of our workforce.

For further information about becoming a Norfolk police officer or for
support staff opportunities, contact us today on 01953 423823 (24 hour)
or e-mail recruitment@norfolk.police.uk quoting reference BPA1.

Committed to
Equal Opportunities

www.norfolk.police.uk
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE BPA
Fred Hunte

Having transferred from Humberside Police to Cambridgeshire
Constabulary in 1998, I have been given the opportunity to work in
an exciting, challenging multicultural area, being Peterborough.
My present role as Community Safety Officer and Chairman of
CBPA has allowed me to work closely with many sections of the
community to look at ways of addressing issues of racism and
intolerance.
It was the NBPA launch at Birmingham in 1999 which was to be
the catalyst in my work. An example would be the Heartstone
Project, a practical tool through which to address issues of racism and
xenophobia with young people. This led me to adapt some of
Heartstone’s ideas to use in Peterborough. This involved young
people, schools and youth workers in raising awareness and
understanding of racism and prejudice.
Peterborough now has murals and other artwork produced by
young people from different cultural backgrounds, which brings them
together under one common vision of living in a city without prejudice
and fear of racial violence.

Working towards breaking down barriers between the Police and
Peterborough’s Asylum Seekers (A/S) and refugees was achieved
during the National Refugee Week in June this year, by organising a
Police team to play in the Refugee Five a Side competition. This has
improved our relationship with A/S. Also I have begun to provide
classes in personal safety and the laws and behaviours required in
Britain.
Another important part of our CBPA work has been raising
awareness of cultural issues and discussing the reasons why we have
a CBPA with our new recruits.
There is still a lot of work to be done in promoting community
cohesion in Peterborough and as BPA members we can play an
active role in promoting cultural awareness in the Police and wider
community.
Fred Hunte
Chairman, Cambridgeshire BPA
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FORCE DRIVEN BY DIVERSITY
West Yorkshire BPA

West Yorkshire Police are pleased to report that there has been an
increase in the interest from the Minority Ethnic Communities to join
the Police Service.
During the August recruitment campaign, there were over 2,500
enquiries to join West Yorkshire Police with approximately 350 being
from the minority ethnic communities.
Inspector Raham Khan, who works in the force Diversity Unit and
the acting Chair of the West Yorkshire Black Police Association
arranged for a number of initiatives to help potential candidates
through the recruitment process. They were as follows: (a) Letter of introduction prepared on behalf of the WYBPA listing
aims and objectives, forwarded in all the application packs.
(b) Letter forwarded to all candidates from the minority ethnic
communities offering help, guidance and support with the
completion of the application and other stages of the process.
Candidates were encouraged to speak with Inspector Khan
building their confidence. (under Positive Action due to the low
number appointed so far).
(c) Three seminars held one in Bradford and two at the force
training School, Wakefield. The seminars lasted for 2 hours and
were titled ‘Recruitment Support Seminar’. Police Officers and
support Staff were present to explain the various stages in detail
but more importantly the candidates were provided with good
information/tips on preparation for the process. The seminar in
Bradford was held in conjunction with the Minorities Police
Liaison Committee (funded by the Home Of fice under
Connecting Communities) at Woolston House, Tetley
Street, Bradford. Some 85 candidates attended the seminar and

thoroughly enjoyed the presentation. There were some in the
audience that had previously failed the process who felt that
had they had a similar presentation then the results would have
been different. All the candidates were motivated giving them
confidence to proceed.
(d) Regular contact maintained with candidates to check progress.
This was particularly welcoming as it displayed personal care
from the organisation to the candidates increasing their
confidence.
(e) Regular ‘surgeries’ held by Inspector Khan at Woolston House,
Bradford providing further support on a one to one basis or as a
group.
Inspector Khan said: "The candidates are given good concise
information in relation to the various stages of the process but more
importantly they can see exactly what skills, qualities and abilities
are tested throughout the whole recruitment process. They now
have a better understanding of what is required giving them plenty
of time to prepare increasing their chance of success. I have seen
some good potential applicants and wish them well for an exciting
career in the Police Service"
During these seminars the candidates are also made aware of the
help and guidance available to those who unfortunately fail the
process. They are informed that there may be other avenues of
opportunity available to assist with their development needs to
encourage re-application and improving their performance.
Inspector Khan is also on the Cabinet of the National Black Police
Association as the Training and Development Officer. He can be
contacted on 01924 292771

Welcome from the Lord Mayor
and Sheriff of Nottingham
Lord Mayor of Nottingham Councillor Des Wilson

Sheriff of Nottingham Councillor Ali Asghar

It gives us great pleasure to welcome you to Nottingham for the annual general meeting of the National Black Police Association. We feel very privileged that you have chosen
Nottingham to hold such an important gathering. We value your presence in our city, and we hope that you will enjoy your time here. Nottingham is proud to call itself a truly multicultural city. People of all cultures and ethnic groups make a positive and valuable contribution to the life, prosperity and vitality of our city. This is an asset we should never take for
granted, however. As Black and Asian civic leaders, we recognise the importance of respecting and responding to the needs of our diverse communities, promoting confidence,
equality and harmony, and tackling the sense of isolation or exclusion. That’s why we appreciate and salute the efforts of the NBPA and like-minded organisations to develop our
public services and ensure they represent the interests of their members and all the communities they serve.
We wish you an enjoyable and productive meeting, and continued success in helping to shape a police service that everyone can have confidence in.
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PADDINGTON COMMUNITY PROJECT
MPS BPA

"Assisting in bridging the gap between the police, the community
and hard to hear groups."
PHASE 1 – RESEARCH PROGRAMME
Last year 2001 The Black Police Association (BPA) instigated an
independent research of the local residents and leaders of local
organisations of Westminster Borough by using qualitative techniques,
such as facilitated focus groups, to elicit and analyse the concerns
and experiences of local people in regard to Police Service delivery.
This research was carried out by the British Market Research Bureau
(BMRB); the exercise drew out the attitudes of the local communities
and other statutory service providers. The results were analysed and
presented to the BPA. In due course the report will be made
available to the local Borough, Paddington Development Trust (PDT)
and the wider Metropolitan Police Service (MPS). The Data from this
research was put in themes and underpins the second phase of the
project.
PHASE 2 - COMMUNITY ACTION GROUPS (CAGS)
A series of Community Action Groups (CAG’s) meetings took place
with the local residents, members from local public/private
organisations and local community police officers in the Westminster
Borough. The groups explored issues stemming from the initial
research using facilitated workshops with a dramatisation of the
issues, resulting in recommendations for the consideration of the local
Police Borough. These meetings were successfully carried out at the
Beethoven Centre, Third Avenue, W10 by the BPA together with
BMRB on the following dates: THEME
DATE
Community Safety
27.2.02
Witnessing and reporting a crime
28.3.02
Stop and search
25.4.02
Bridging the gap between police and public
23.5.02
Multi-cultural Paddington/A fair and just police service 19.6.02
Stop and search (Revisited)
17.7.02
One of the prominent benefits has been the development of a
generic debrief learning tool for the local community police officers
taking part in the CAG’s. This was introduced in April and has proved

to be significant in the officer’s personal development and learning of
the emerging issues, in addition to having a clearer view of their role
and responsibilities. It would appear to have influenced their thinking
around ways forward in bridging the gap between police and the
community. Early indications would suggest that this element of the
project is influencing more than the officer’s behaviour, which
potentially could assist in having a fundamental shift in occupational
culture of frontline policing.
To successfully conclude this part of the project there was a
celebration held by the BPA on Friday 19th July 2002 from
11am–1pm at the YAA Asantewaa Centre, 1 Chippenham Mews,
W9, where participants who took part in this phase and others who
supported this project as a whole were invited.
PHASE 3 – LEADERSHIP PROGRAMME
The BPA has made a firm commitment to support London’s black
youths. This commitment is encapsulated under the ‘Educate to
Protect’ programme, a series of initiatives designed to educate young
black people about their rights as citizens and the powers of the
police. This phase comes under the heading the ‘Leadership
Programme’, which was scheduled for 4th to 10th August ’02,
building on the inaugural Leadership programme that was
successfully run in July 2002.
It is a one week residential course at Hendon Police Training
School where 32 students aged 15 years have been selected from
four schools in the Borough of Westminster; namely North
Westminster Community, St Augustine, St George and Quintin
Kynaston School.
The objective of this course is to develop leadership skills and
confidence, which will be both mentally and physically challenging.
Students will be set a project to resolve a particular issue stemming
from the earlier qualitative research. They will be required to analyse
and consider certain issues and produce recommendations. The
course will include video conferencing with peer groups in the USA,
South Africa and Jamaica.
At the end of the course, Friday 9th August, there will be a
graduating ceremony and invited guests will include dignitaries from
supportive organisations, family members, teachers, friends and peer
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PADDINGTON COMMUNITY PROJECT
MPS BPA
group. During the ceremony the students will be given an opportunity
to present their recommendations. They will be presented with a
certificate of attendance and achievement, which is to be recorded in
their school’s ‘record of achievement’ file.
It is hoped that through the Leadership Programme, a closer
relationship can be developed between the youth of Paddington,
Schools, BPA and the local Borough. This programme will enhance
the role of the current Schools/Involvement Officers.
PHASE 4 – WESTMINSTER BOROUGH RECRUITMENT
INITIATIVES
The Westminster Volunteer Police Cadet Corp (VPCC) set up in
partnership with the BPA has now been established with some 15
members, 80% of who are from visible ethnic backgrounds. A

significant number of them are from the 2001 Leadership programme
who are meeting regularly every Thursday at Marylebone Police
Station. They are heavily involved with police related community
activities and show signs of being excellent peer group role models.
PHASE 5 – EVALUATION
Home Office evaluators will be publishing their findings in the
autumn. This will assist the BPA in developing a tool kit, to ensure
successful replication of this groundbreaking programme, or elements
of it, on different sites in London and the country as a whole.
Leroy Logan MBE
Chair of MPS BPA

Police Officers
from £17,733

The clothes are uniform.
We’re not.
Diversity is something we come into contact with everyday. So we’re
interested in encouraging applications from all parts of the
community – particularly from minority ethnic groups and women.
And we can promise that you won’t be judged on the colour of
your skin, gender or sexual orientation. Rather, simply on your
commitment, talent and enthusiasm.
We’re happy to take informal calls about our work – or you can write
for an application form and more details. In both cases, please
contact Susan Powell at Police
Recruitment, Lothian & Borders
Police Headquarters, Fettes
Avenue, Edinburgh EH4 1RB.
Tel: 0131 311 3486/3633.
www.lbp.police.uk

Serving the community.
And recruiting from it.

We are committed to making
Suffolk the safest county in
the country.
To achieve this we need to
recruit the best quality people
from all sections of the
community.
An extra 200 police officers
are currently being recruited
and we also want to hear from
officers wishing to transfer
who can rise to the challenge
of making Suffolk safer.
Suffolk is an area of
outstanding natural beauty
with an excellent quality of life.
If you can rise to this
challenge, we would like to
hear from you.
Please contact our recruitment
hotline on 01473 613640
or e-mail our Recruitment
Officer direct:
margaret.upton@suffolk.pnn.police.uk

Policing is not the same

everywhere!

Suffolk Constabulary
actively promotes an
equal opportunities
policy. Applications
are welcomed from
all sections of
society, particularly
from minority ethnic
communities.

FIGHTING FOR

FAIRNESS
This video programme charts the
emergence of the Federation’s
anti-stereotyping poster campaign
and examines the issues of fairness,
equality and diversity.
£7.99 including postage, packing and VAT
Get It Together looks at the wider issues of diversity
across a number of minority groups and calls for
greater inclusiveness on race, gender and sexuality.
£6.99 including postage, packing and VAT

Buy both for £13.99 inc. PP & VAT
Order copies from:Angela Turner,Accounts Dept.,
Police Federation of England and Wales,
15/17 Langley Road, Surbiton, Surrey, KT6 6LP.
Cheques/postal orders should be made payable to:
"The Police Federation Joint Fund"

It’s about TRUST
Gloucestershire Constabulary
are actively recruiting to
embrace its Diverse Communities
We look forward to your call on

01242 276306
www.gloucestershire.police.uk

HOME OFFICE

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY
Police Personnel Unit

Equality in the Police Service is accorded a high priority by the
Government. In 2002/03, the Home Secretary set three Ministerial
priorities for police authorities and forces, one of which is to reduce
the fear of crime in all sections of the community and in particular to
increase the trust and confidence in policing amongst minority ethnic
communities.
Central to achieving this is that police forces should be
representative of the communities which they serve. This led to the
Government setting forces ten year targets for the recruitment,
retention and progression of minority ethnic officers and support staff.
The targets are to be achieved by 2009 and an important role for
the equality and diversity section is to regularly monitor forces’
progress against those targets and to report to Ministers.
The first milestone was reached on 31 March 2002 and the results
show that the majority of forces have met or come close to meeting
their minority ethnic recruitment milestones. Details of performance by
force area will appear in the third annual report ‘Race Equality - The
Home Secretary’s Employment Targets’ to be published in November.
In summary, the 12 month period to 31 March 2002 saw the service
record its biggest annual increase (13.8%) in the proportion of
minority ethnic officers. Nationally, 3.5% of staff (officers and support
staff) are from minority ethnic communities. Progress has been made
but there is still a long way to go to ensure the 2009 target of 7% is
reached and we will continue to closely monitor all forces’ progress.
The section is well placed to identify good practice employment
policies, in particular positive action initiatives, which can then be
disseminated to assist forces and improve the representation of
minority ethnic staff. An integral part of identifying good practice is

proper evaluation of existing policies. The Home Office has
developed a problem solving framework which focuses attention on
the process which forces should go through in order to develop
targeted employment initiatives. The framework is available on our
recently launched website and we look forward to getting feedback
from forces on the range of initiatives they are able to develop, using
the methodology applied in the framework. We would welcome
comments on the website from NBPA members. We would
particularly welcome feedback from those of you involved in devising
and delivering local initiatives aimed at improving performance in
recruitment, retention and progression of minority ethnic staff. The
website can be accessed at:
www.homeoffice.gov.uk/pcrg/police_equality/index.htm
Looking briefly to the future, an important development for our work
is the recent agreement to set up a new structure of sub-groups
reporting to the Lawrence Steering Group, which is chaired by the
Home Secretary. The establishment of these sub groups represents a
move towards a more thematic examination of key areas covered by
the Lawrence Inquiry Report and their work will help deliver progress
in the areas identified as of central importance to the trust and
confidence of minority ethnic communities. One of the groups will
focus on recruitment, retention and progression of minority ethnic staff.
Its terms of reference will be to examine current performance, to
identify and address any barriers to success and to promote best
practice. We look forward to working with the NBPA and others as
part of that process and in continuing to develop our partnership to
deliver Ministerial targets.
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Serving a multi-cultural, million-strong population across a mixture of
urban and rural areas isn’t always easy. But it’s the kind of policing
challenge that could really bring your career to life. You may be looking
for a straight transfer. You may have recently qualified for a higher rank
or be looking for promotion. Either way, you’re very welcome to apply
for a post at Leicestershire Constabulary - a force with an enviable
reputation nationwide. Currently recruiting at a range of levels from
CONSTABLE upwards, we are particularly keen to recruit SERGEANTS.
Diversity in Leicestershire isn’t restricted to our communities.
The types of issues we handle are also many and
varied - including the policing of a busy motorway network, an
international airport, several top sporting venues and major events such
as Diwali, the annual Hindu ‘festival of lights’. To find out more about
career possibilities or an information and application pack, please
contact the Recruiting Department on 0116 248 2657.
You may also visit our website: www.leics.police.uk

NATIONAL CRIME SQUAD
The National Crime Squad is proud to support the
National Black Police Association and its principles.
We welcome interest from members in the wide
range of career opportunities we can offer.
For an application pack please call
0117 372 0045 24hr line or visit
www.applyeasily.co.uk/ncs

Leicestershire Constabulary welcomes applications from all minority groups.
We are an equal opportunities employer and operate a no smoking policy.

UNISON
SUPPORTING BLACK
MEMBERS IN
THE POLICE SERVICE

If you require further information or wish to join UNISON,
call Lo-call UNISONdirect 0845 355 0845. Textphone users
call FREEPHONE UNISONdirect 0800 0 967 968
Lines open from 6am to midnight, Monday-Friday and
9am to 4pm Saturday.
Alternatively visit UNISON's website www.unison.org.uk
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HIGH POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT SCHEME

The old accelerated promotion scheme arrangements have been
replaced by a brand new scheme – the High Potential Development
scheme.
The HPD scheme opened its doors on 1st April. Its prime aims are
to seek out those with the potential to be future leaders of the police
service and help them realise their potential through an individually
tailored career development programme. One of the key changes
about the HPD scheme is that it looks to develop its students in ways
which move away from the old stereotypes and which are open to
all with the necessary potential.
The design and implementation of the scheme has drawn
substantially on advice from National Black Police Assc., the British
Assc. Of Women Police and the Lesbian and Gay Police Assc. and
the police service generally in setting up arrangements which avoid
assumptions about suitability, assessment, training and pace of
development – all of which could lead to discriminatory behaviour. It
uses the new police National Competency Framework as its platform
and is very much performance based, with continual assessment and
evidence of competence forming the bedrock of the scheme, and the
basis by which people progress through it.
The scheme embraces officers from Constables to Chief Inspector
and offers a commitment to continuing development of participants
as long as they are performing and meeting the required standards.
Those who get through to Chief Inspector can expect to be strong
contenders for Superintendent rank. HPD is genuinely open to all from
new recruit to Chief Inspector and dispenses with local selection by
rigorous central selection and assessment regimes.
The new scheme is looking to find the best leaders for the service,
wherever they are. Earlier schemes were very much about identifying
people at the start of their career – this is different. It acknowledges
that everybody develops at different rates and different stages. It
offers the opportunity for those who come good later in their careers
to realise their potential, in both their own interests and those of the

service. Although the HPD scheme has only been live since April it
seems to be capturing the imagination of the service and is receiving
applications from a diverse community of officers.
One of the most important challenges for the HPD scheme will be
whether it can deliver for officers from groups which have been
historically under–represented in schemes intended to identify and
develop potential. To achieve this will require people to put
themselves forward and show real commitment if they are selected. It
will also be crucial for participants to get full support, and the scheme
introduces a number of new ways to make this happen.
The emphasis is at the outset on individuals applying to be
considered by a single, central, assessment process. Applicants are
tested against their potential to achieve Superintendent competencies
and are selected via a three stage process. There is in effect a
continual selection process, with three ‘selection cycles’ per year.
Once selected for the scheme, officers are subject to a tailored
career development process, designed around their own needs.
There is no rigid ‘course’ which participants must go through
mechanically, there is a core training programme which is genuinely
modular and students will attend only those they need to help their
workplace performance. There is also an academic element, with
students given the chance to achieve at least a Masters level
qualification. Selection of academic path and institution has been
structured in such a way as to afford maximum student choice.
The scheme is seeking to build up the talent pool for the future and
to remove all unnecessary barriers to achieve that. Flexibility is the
key – to offer something that is both attractive enough to those high
calibre people outside the service who might not otherwise have
considered a police career, as well as those very talented people
already within the police fold. The scheme has the utility to develop
them all – to realise their potential to the high standard expected of
our future senior leaders.
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Ravi Chand, Chair
National Black Police Association, UK
50 Queen Anne’s Gate
London, SW1H 9AT
United Kingdom

TELEPHONE (202) 986-2070
FAX (202) 986-0410
nbpanatofc@worldnet.att.net
www.blackpolice.org

Dear Mr. Chand:
We would like to extend to you and the members of the
National Black Police Association, UK Executive Board a
very sincere congratulations on your 3 rd Annual General
Meeting, 7 - 8 November 2002.
The National Black Police Association, USA supports the
organizational mission and conferences objectives as you
strive to improve the working conditions of officers of
color and the criminal justice policies and practices that
impact our communities internationally.
Martin Luther King, Jr. said “we are all tied in a single
garment of destiny. Whatever affects one directly, affects
all indirectly”.
Sincerely,
Preston K. Gilstrap
National Chairman

Raising the
standards
in CRR
The CRR Development Team is
working with the NBPA and
other stakeholders striving
towards Centrex being a centre
of excellence for community
and race relations.
Log on to our website:

www.centrex.police.uk

THE NATIONAL BLACK POLICE ASSOCIATION
WOULD LIKE TO THANK NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
POLICE AUTHORITY AND THIS YEAR’S
SPONSORS AND ADVERTISERS FOR MAKING
THE ‘EMPOWERMENT THROUGH LEADERSHIP’
CONFERENCE A SUCCESS.
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HER MAJESTY’S INSPECTORATE OF CONSTABULARY

During 2002 HMIC (Training) is conducting a thematic inspection
of training provided to the police service in support of race and
diversity. The Inspection will provide a ‘state of the nation’ specialist
report on this subject of training in respect of England and Wales.
The report will provide a benchmark of the progress the police
service has made three years after the publication of the Report of Sir
William Macpherson and also any progress made in respect of other
seminal pieces of work (e.g. The Gender Agenda and the Race
Relations Amendment Act of 2001)
The Inspection will also provide the Home Office with both
quantitative and qualitative information three years into the current
contract awarded to IONANN. This will allow the relevant
management board to make decisions on the future of the contract.
The Inspection will also provide Police Authorities and Chief
Constables with an assessment as to how Race and Diversity training
is helping them make progress towards improving the trust and
confidence of their communities. By undertaking the Inspection in
2002 it will mean they receive feedback at least 30 months after
they should have started any post- Macpherson training.
The output from the Inspection will be a report, hopefully published
in early 2003, which will make recommendations. Emerging findings
will be provided to strategic conferences in the Autumn of 2002, this
will allow the service to act on any areas of risk uncovered without
having to wait for the report itself.
METHODOLOGY AND KEY ASPECTS
In terms of methodology, this work has been undertaken over a
number of distinct phases:
• Desktop analysis of existing data and reports.
• Compilation and circulation of a questionnaire to all 43 Home
Office forces as well as a number of benchmark organisations
(BTP, MOD, Tayside in Scotland, PSNI and the Netherlands
equivalent of Centrex).
• A separate request for information from Centrex.
• Risk assessment process to identify 12 forces for fieldwork.
• Community focus groups held in each force area visited,
convened independently of them.
• Setting up of an inspection reference group of key stakeholders
(including NBPA) who have been consulted periodically

throughout the life of the work.
• Holding of Practitioner workshops where trainers from every
force were invited to express their views and concerns.
• A separate workshop for external contractors and providers
(including Ionann).
• Interviews with 29 strategic level individuals (e.g. President of
ACPO, President of NBPA and Chair of the Police Federation).
• Articles published in every police publication and a number of
external journals requesting submission of views.
• The creation of a website requesting information.
To complete the fieldwork, thirteen police employees from a range
of forces were selected through an open application process.
Fortunately, those chosen represent many aspects of diversity. To
augment the numbers, 6 members of the Adult Learning Inspectorate
(ALI), an organisation which has the responsibility for inspecting workbased training for people aged over sixteen, accompanied the team
and carried out observations of training delivery.
THE FORCES VISITED WERE
• Thames Valley.
• Gloucestershire.
• North Wales.
• Northamptonshire.
• West Yorkshire.
• Bedfordshire.
• Cleveland.
• MPS.
• Kent.
• Lancashire.
• Norfolk.
• Lincolnshire.
CENTREX SITES
• Bramshill.
• Harrogate.
• Ryton.
In conclusion, the last process to be completed is perhaps the most
difficult, that of compiling the report.
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QUEEN’S GOLDEN
JUBILEE

POLICE PARADE

The NBPA were fortunate enough to secure 15 places out of
150 in the Queen’s Golden Jubilee Police Parade. Chairs
randomly picked were asked to represent the BPA movement on
the day. All those who took part brought great credit to Black
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Officers in the service receiving a rapturous applause from
members of the black and minority ethnic communities. The NBPA
wishes to thank the Chief Constable of Staffordshire Police who
organised the Police Parade.

“Being here, I remember why I joined the job in the
first place. The difference is that you make a
difference. It’s not just about keeping a lid on crime
and disorder but about making a real, positive impact
on people’s lives.
Devon and Cornwall is a place where there is
still a strong sense of community and people

know you by name…

…you’re not
just a number.”
PC Simon Hayes,
North Cornwall District
Don’t take our word for it. If you would like to talk
to PC Simon Hayes or another officer who has
already transferred to Devon and Cornwall,
we’d be delighted to put you in touch.
If you have completed your 2 year probationary period and are
interested in changing your life and your career –
we want to hear from you.
Please visit our website at www.devon-cornwall.police.uk
or chat to our Transfer Liaison Officer, on
01392 452671 to discuss how we can help you
transfer your horizons.

NATIONAL BLACK POLICE ASSOCIATION
‘EMPOWERMENT THROUGH LEADERSHIP’ CONFERENCE
7th NOVEMBER 2002
AGENDA

ITEM

TIME

Delegates registration, tea, coffee, refreshments and cultural music

08:30

Delegates to take their seats

09:30

Introduction by compere, Robyn Williams Nottinghamshire Police

09:35

Welcome by the City of Nottingham Lord Mayor

09:40

and the City of Nottingham Sheriff
President of National Black Police Association UK - Ravi Chand QPM

09:50

Chair of Nottinghamshire Black Police Association - Glen Williams

10.10

Chief Constable of Nottinghamshire Police - Mr Stephen Green QPM MA

10:20

Assistant Inspector HMIC - Mike Franklin

10:30

Tea, coffee, refreshments and cultural entertainment

10:40

Penny Ferguson and Dr William Guillory Leadership Programme

11:10

Lunch, selection of cultural dishes and refreshments

12:30

Delegates to take their seats

13:40

NBPA USA President, Mr Preston Gilstrap

13:45

Home Secretary, Rt. Hon. David Blunkett MP

13:55

Panel Discussion - Home Secretary, Preston Gilstrap,

14:10

Ravi Chand, Mike Franklin and Stephen Green
Refreshments and cultural entertainment

14:55

Support - Internal and External Perspective - chaired by Dr Ali Dizaei

15:30

Ross Griffiths - Community
Joy Hendricks - Police
Awards ceremony, (three awards) presented by

16:00

Patricia McLeod Vice President (Support) and Des Walker
Clive Morris Vice President (Corporate) closing speech

16:30

Evening social function - admittance by ticket only

19:30
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